ACERTUS’ number one priority is to ensure the health, safety and well-being of
our employees, customers, and suppliers. In light of the evolving COVID-19
(Coronavirus) situation, we are closely monitoring and adhering to the suggestions
of the United States, Canada, and state public health guidelines. While disruptions
may be a possibility, our goal is to serve wisely as deemed appropriate by our
Crisis Response Team.
What sanitary precautions are being taken by ACERTUS?
ACERTUS is taking extra precautions to keep customers and team members
healthy including:
• Sanitizing supplies have been increased for employee use.
• Evening cleaning crews have been asked to conduct deep cleans and clean
more often.
• Constant reminders to the staff of basic virus prevention techniques.
• Temporarily modifying our company policy on outside food vendors, removed all
community snacks and discontinued campus-provided lunches.
• Encouraging everyone to take common sense measures to keep everyone in the
ACERTUS family healthy.
• Reminding employees to wash their hands frequently, avoid touching eyes, nose
and mouth, and cover their mouth and nose with a bent elbow or tissue when
coughing or sneezing.
Is ACERTUS transporting vehicles with known cases of COVID-19?
Infectious disease is not an area we specialize in. In the event the client has a known
case we would provide them with the number to AfterMath (877-688-0234) which is
a nationwide 3rd party service that specializes in infectious disease and blood born
pathogen removal.
Once the vehicle has been treated, the client can notify us and if the vehicle needs to
be picked up we will be happy to arrange.
Stay up to date with ACERTUS and our COVID-19 protocol by visiting
www.ACERTUSdelivers.com/covid-19-update
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